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Principal’s Communiqué

School education plays an important role in enabling a person in handling real life situation with adequate knowledge. 

Curiosity is hidden in the budding minds. The effort of every educator is to unlock this treasure and Sri Sathya Sai

Vidya Vihar, Indore is an excellent example where everyone strives indefatigably for bringing out the best amongst the 

children.

This beautiful graphic novel has been created with an altruistic aim to widen the horizons and revitalize their scientific 

vigour.  With immense pleasure I extend warm welcome to the readers of this graphic novel which focuses on today’s 

burning topic “Clean and Green Environment” by implementing 3 R’s in daily life. 

The purpose of this novel is to sow the seeds of love and care for our Mother Earth.  It is an enquiry based, joyful 

learning which will help them absorb the topic thoroughly. The picturesque depiction of implementation of 3 R’s 

(Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) in our daily life will leave them glued to the novel. It will further create awareness 

towards eco-friendly Indian culture and strengthen their concern for saving our environment.

The whole execution was impeccably handled by the subject experts, techno specialists and the art department. The 

will and collaboration to be at one’s best kept us motivated in this fruitful endeavour.

Hoping  for an enthusiastic response from our galaxy of vibrant readers.

Ms. Punita Nehru

Principal



Editor’s Note 

We  always talk about the change in the climate and its repercussions on the society. Children being an 

important part of the society and the future generation, need to understand how they can contribute in 

reducing the change in the climate and ultimately save our environment.

The aim of creating this Graphic Novel for the topic Magical 3 R’s( Reduce, Reuse, Recycle) is to make 

children aware that it’s very simple and easy to follow 3 R’s in our everyday life and make this Earth a 

beautiful place to live for everyone. 

Ashwini Akolekar

(HOD EVS Department)



Preface
The field of Environmental Studies strives to understand the complex systems of the natural

world and the effects of human actions upon it. The fate of the planet earth is in the hands of each

and every individual especially the young children, so it is crucial for them to learn how to use

resources wisely and do their bit in the battle against climate change.

Stories are the best ways to foster a concern for the environment as they are highly entertaining

and informative at the same time. This novel is designed in such a way that it deepens the

curiosity and awareness of children towards managing the resources as well as the wastes by

practicing 3R’s i.e. Reduce, Reuse and Recycle. The main attractions of the novel are its beautiful

talking pictures, value content and learning with fun.

More importantly, this novel will help children understand that practicing 3R’s should not come 

in the form of activities or movement, but rather it should exist in our habits. The children will 

understand that practicing 3R’s helps to cut down on the amount of waste we throw away. They 

conserve natural resources, landfill space and energy . 



CHARACTERS

TUK-TUK

A keen observer and a thoughtful narrator.

DADI 

Truly Indian, traditional yet modern, loves nature, gets actively 

involved in all the activities.



MOTHER

A cleanliness freak and a caring homemaker.

RONAK

A lively, cheerful, fun loving boy, who has good organizing skills, is 

constructive and makes sure that his surroundings are spic and span.



DIYA

A creative, systematic,  obedient girl who appreciates beauty 

and loves to decorate her surroundings.

BHOLU BHAIYA

A trash collector who takes waste items to the factory for 

recycling.



GREENY

A thoughtful and emotional character who is caring and 

optimistic too.

PICHU

Speaks in a mature tone, contented and appreciative too but at 

times makes fun of others.



CARDY

Always curious, at times uses mocking tone but later 

understands.

POLY

Wise, concerned about saving environment and inspires 

others for the same.
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T

It' s Diwali festival time. Everybody is busy cleaning their house.        

Ronak and his sister Diya both are enjoying their Diwali vacation. In 

their school, they have learnt how to make cloth bags and jute bags. 

With the help of their grandmother, they have made cloth bags from 

their old clothes. Grandmother also shared some ideas to reuse the 

old bottles and boxes for decoration during Diwali.



.

Dadi, why are all 

these clothes lying 

on your bed?

Shall I keep them 

inside? 

No Ronak, I want to 

give them away to the 

needy people. They will 

also enjoy the festival 

with us.



.

Very true. We need 

to think about our 

environment 

always! 

: Yes, in olden times we used to reuse elder brother’s and sister’s old clothes, school bags and books also.
We used steel tiffin boxes instead of these plastic ones!

My teacher says, instead 

of throwing clothes, old 

books, it is better to give 

them to needy people. 

This will be a great help 

to our environment.



Diya, Ronak! 

Are you ready 

to go to the 

market?

Hurrah!!! Bye Dadi, 

we are going to the 

market to buy things. 

I will also 

accompany 

you.



Yes , let’s go.

Before it turns too dark 

we need to come back.
Three of 

them went to 

the market. 



Buy ‘Make in India’

Wow!

Everything is so 

colourful

everywhere! 

I am confused 

about what to 

buy for our 

home!



Maa, we will take 

that green glass 

bottle, I will hang it 

in the corner near our 

sofa.
It’s looking 

very 

beautiful! 

Let’s buy it.

They bought a green bottle, a few beautiful cards and many more things. 



Ronak, keep all 
these things on 
this shelf. It’s a 

safe  place.

Ronak ran to Dadi to show her the 

diyas which they had bought.

Dadi, look at 

these beautiful 

diyas!



So beautiful Ronak! It’s good that 

you bought earthen diyas from the 

potter rather than those artificial 

ones! These diyas will go back to 

the soil and will not harm our 

environment. 

“Mati ka mati me hi mil jayega.”



On the shelf, Greeny and Cardy started talking to each other.

I feel 

I know 

this place!

Yes, even I think

I know this 

place.

I know you too, 

Greeny!



How can I forget 

you? Ronak used 

to write on you 

and enjoy reading 

later!
Yes, yes! 

Ronak

loves to 

write 

stories.



Welcome 

back 

dear!

When both of them were busy talking, they saw Pichu smiling and waving its hand!

Hello Pichu! 

How are 

you? You 

have not 

changed at 

all. Look at 

us, we are in 

a new form 

now!



I know, you have come 

in a new form, but for 

me, I don’t have to 

change myself. Maa

cleans me every time 

after use and then I 

become fresh again!

Cardy and Greeny turn sad.

Ha!Ha!Ha! 

You are 

still the old 

one!



Meaning of Reuse:

Use again or more than once

Pichu, you 

are very 

lucky! You 

are reusable.



But we are not. Pichu, I 

had to go to the factory 

where they just crushed 

me, dipped me in water 

for quite a long time, 

squeezed me and rolled 

me again in a paper 

form.



Meaning of Recycle: Convert 

waste into reusable material

Then, how 

come you are 

here?
After rolling, I 

turned into a 

recycled paper. 

There are many 

people who make 

me beautiful by 

drawing, sketching 

and colouring



Oh! So now you 

are a recycled 

paper card! 

Really looking 

attractive!

What about 

you Greeny? 

How did you 

turn into this 

form?



Do you 

remember? 

I was a 

beautiful 

glass. Diya

used to 

drink juice 

every day in 

me.
Yes! And one day Ronak

and Diya were fighting, 

suddenly you fell and got 

broken into pieces!



Yes dear!(crying)….then 

Maa collected all my 

pieces and gave me to 

Bholu Bhaiya along with 

many other things.



I remember, 

we met in a 

dry bin!
Later, both of 

us got 

separated. 

Bholu Bhaiya

had given me 

to the factory 

where I met 

all my 

relatives. They 

too had come 

in  broken 

parts like me!



Then what 

happened 

there?

Then I got 

crushed into 

very small 

pieces and 

finally got 

converted 

into 

powder.

Tell me 

more…!!



Wait! I will tell 

you. My powder 

was then taken 

into a big 

furnace where I 

started melting. 

Oh! It was 

blazing!

But you 

know 

friends, I was 

happy that I 

am going to 

turn into a 

new form!



Suddenly, Greeny started looking here 

and there.

What 

happened 

Greeny? 

What are 

you looking 

for?

I am 

looking 

for our 

old friend.

Yes, where 

is Poly?



Poly?

Oh! That 

same  lean, 

thin 

poly..thene .. 

Ha..Ha…Ha

..

Where is 

she?



She…! She 

has been used 

up for 

wrapping the 

waste food 

and thrown in 

the dustbin.

Ha.. Ha.. Ha..! 

She was not 

my friend at 

all.



No, don’t say 

like this! It’s 

not Poly’s 

mistake that 

Ronak or 

Diya have 

not reused it.

At least 

Ronak should 

have said, 

“No to Poly”.



LLOVE Animals SAVE Animals!

Friends, yesterday Ronak

and Diya were talking to 

each other and I overheard 

that all the relatives of Poly 

gathered at one place and 

requested the crowd not to 

throw them like this. They 

get stuck some time in 

cattle’s mouth. Then it 

becomes difficult for cattle 

to breathe.



Have they 

understood?

Yes, Ronak was saying, “All the 

people in the crowd have decided 

that they will not throw polythene 

in the dustbin, either they will 

reuse or most of the time they will 

say ‘NO’ to polythene.”



Meaning of Reduce:

use in  smaller or less in amount

That’s why Ronak was 

carrying a jute bag 

with him today.

Yes, Diya

reminded him 

to take a 

cloth/jute bag 

when they 

were going for

shopping.



Yoohoo! We got fit so 

comfortably in those 

new bags!

Yes, even I enjoyed 

today’s ride!

All the three friends were happy to be together again.



Ronak and Diya got inspired by the experiences 

shared by their grandmother. They made gifts 

from best out of waste (implementing 3 R’s)They 

also learnt value for money and celebrated Diwali

in its true sense by seeking blessings from their 

elders and spreading happiness all around.





Glossary

1. reuse… use again or more than once

2.  reduce… to bring down the size , quantity  of something

3.  recycle… to breakdown and reuse component materials

4.  artificial… unnatural or man made

5.  implementing… to put into practice

6.  experiences… to observe certain events

7.  inspired… filled with inspiration or motivated

8.  furnace… an industrial heating device

9.  squeeze… apply pressure from two or more sides at once

10. pulp… soft, moist,  shapeless mass or matter



Item New use Saving money (Yes/No)

 Now all of us are well aware with the phrase ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle.’ We need to be more careful 

about how we  can ‘reuse’ the things rather than throwing them as waste. 

Your challenge is to find five items that are quickly thrown away or placed in the bin in your home. 

Think of a new use for each item. How can the item be utilized again before it leaves your home? How 

can using the item in this new way save money?

 Collect these words ( can, help, by, the, planting, I, more, earth ,trees) from old magazine or 

newspaper and paste these words to form a sentence on a sheet of paper. Decorate that paper in the 

form of scenery. Make sure that for the decoration also you use old papers only.



Now, it’s time to learn a poem on magic 3R’s
“The 3 R’s”

Three it's a magic number

Yes it is, it's a magic number

Because two times three is ______

And three times six is ______________

And the eighteenth letter in the alphabet is _____________

We've got three R's 

We've got to learn to

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

________, Reuse, Recycle

Reduce, __________, Recycle

Reduce, Reuse, ____________-

If you're going to the market to buy some juice

You've got to bring your own bags and you learn to reduce 

And if your brother or your sister's got some cool clothes

You could try them on before you buy some more of those

Reuse, we've got to learn to reuse

And if the first two R's don't work out

And if you've got to make some trash

Don't throw it out



Recycle, we've got to learn to recycle,

We've got to learn to

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

__________, Reuse, Recycle

Reduce, ____________, Recycle

Reduce, Reuse, _________-

Because three it's a magic number

Yes it is, it's a magic number

3, 3, 3

3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36

33, 30, 27, 24, 21, 18, 15, 12, 9, 6, and

3, it's a magic number



Pedagogies to teach use of 3R’s 
Role play- It is the practice of having students take on a specific role, usually ones in which they are not familiar and act 

them out and promotes active learning approach. It taps into various learning styles giving them more room for interpretation

and solidifying the concepts in a memorable way. It sparks creativity and imagination. Role playing can help spread 

awareness about the benefits of reusing, recycling and reducing the materials. Children are able to relate to characters when

they assume these roles and practical application in life becomes easier.

PowerPoint Presentation- PPT is a highly effective tool to aid learning. Children can identify the key points and organize 

their thoughts. Using a sequential approach can facilitate the development of the student’s thought process. By careful 

mixing of media, a presentation can appeal to a number of different learning styles and be made more stimulating. Better 

understanding of 3 R’s can be achieved through innovative use of PPTs. Children can become technically sound and present 

their creative ideas through their own PPTs.

Games-Most games require problem-solving strategies and planning. By applying a range of strategies in a game, students 

are able to use their working memory to solve problems, increasing their mental cognition. Games allow students to focus 

well enough to learn better, willingly using the vocabulary, repeatedly gaining much-needed practice. For example, fun 

recycling bin race game, sorting items for recycling, compost and trash etc. can give them a practical experience of 

incorporating 3 R’s in their daily routine.

Real life projects- It gives students the opportunity to develop knowledge and improve interpersonal skills through engaging 

projects set around challenges and problems they may face in the real world. It gives students a strong sense of 

independence, ownership and self- worth. These projects will indirectly connect them to nature and sensitize them to become 

more eco-friendly. 



Learning outcomes:

Children will be able to-

• know/define/name what is recycle, reuse and reduce.

• understand the process of recycling.

• relate with the characters of the story and  their concern towards nature.

• implement the  3R’s in their daily life.

• instill the value of being eco friendly/saving nature.

• get connected with the age-old eco friendly/traditional  practices in India.

• present the pictorial description of 3 R’s.

• sensitize themselves towards animals.


